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Dynamic Characteristics of S-Band DC SQUID
Amplifier

Georgy V. Prokopenko, Sergey V. Shitov, Irina L. Lapitskaya, Valery P. Koshelets, and Jesper Mygind

Abstract—A low-noise rf amplifier based on a dc SQUID
(SQA) has been tested in the frequency range 3.0–4.6 GHz in the
open-loop configuration. The following parameters have been
measured for the single-stage balanced type SQA at 4.0 GHz: gain
(12 1) dB, 3 dB bandwidth of 500 MHz and noise temperature
(1 0 0 25) K. For the nonbalanced type SQA at 4.0 GHz gain
was(15 1) dB, 3 dB bandwidth 200 MHz and noise temperature
(0 5 0 25) K. The improved performance is obtained due to
the increased characteristic voltage ( 420 V) of the small-area
(down to 0.7–0.9 m2) high-quality Nb-AlO -Nb SIS junctions.
The saturation power (normalized to 1 GHz) referred to the
input at 1 dB gain compression is estimated as 55 K*GHz at a
bias voltage of 60 V. The reasons for saturation of the SQA are
discussed.

Index Terms—Josephson devices, RF amplifiers, supercon-
ducting devices, superconducting quantum interference devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE SQA appears to be a good choice as an IF amplifier
integrated with a SIS mixer pumped by a flux-flow os-

cillator (FFO) in an all-superconducting sub-mm receiver [1],
which can be used, for example, for radio astronomy. A semi-
conductor-based IF amplifier ‘integrated’ into a fixture of a SIS
mixer has demonstrated quite encouraging results [2]. However,
use of such amplifiers creates serious problem of heating (10
mW per stage for GaAs HEMT transistors and 1–2 mW—for
InP). The SQA has a number of advantages compared to tradi-
tional semiconductor amplifiers: ultra-low power consumption,
small size and natural compatibility with SIS-based structures.
The development of the SQA is a logical step toward integra-
tion of superconducting rf devices, that can simultaneously min-
imize noise, heat and packaging problems in rf detectors. The
following applications can be suggested for SQA: i) IF ampli-
fiers for a sub-mm spectrometer based on a Superconducting In-
tegrated Receiver (SIR) with phase-locked loop [3], including
SIS Imaging Array receiver [4], ii) quantum limited amplifier
for nuclear detectors [5], iii) an amplifier for satellite commu-
nication. We have presented in papers [6]–[8] the experimental
data on rf SQUID amplifiers that demonstrate feasibility of SQA
technology. The present paper contains a detailed analysis of
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Fig. 1. Photo of central part of SQA chip.

dynamic characteristics of experimental SQA’s. Performance
limits are discussed.

II. SQA RF DESIGN

The basics of microwave design of the S-band SQA with
resonant input circuit is described elsewhere [1], [6], [7]. The
single-stage SQA consists of a double-washer gradientometer
type SQUID, which is formed of two square holes in the ground
plane, each of the same size of 60m, as shown in Fig. 1.
The input coil consists of two identical sections connected in
series and positioned inside the corresponding holes of the
‘washer’. This configuration yields a small SQUID inductance
of about pH as well as a sufficiently large coupling
coefficient . The junctions of the SQUID are two

m Nb-AlO -Nb resistively shunted SIS junctions. The
capacitors and in the input circuit tune the SQA to
the center frequency GHz. Two types of SQA’s (with
balanced and nonbalanced output low-pass filters) are studied.
These two types of output circuits correspond to symmetrical
and nonsymmetrical biasing of the dc SQUID and provide
different magnetic feed-back and thus different flux-voltage
characteristics of the device.

The balanced SQA contains two output low-pass filters con-
nected symmetrically to the SQUID as shown in Fig. 1 (left
and right connections). These filters have a cut-off frequency of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Noise temperature and power gain of SQA withV � 420 �V.
(b) Noise temperature and power gain SQA withV � 345 �V—for the input
signalT � 12:5 K and 30�V dc voltage bias. The error bars are 1.0 dB and
�0:5 K, respectively.

about 50 GHz that allow for symmetrical bias of the dc SQUID
and for transmitting dc bias current and the signal frequency

, but preventing the oscillating Josephson current at frequency
from leaking out of the SQUID. To adjust the magnetic

bias, the common part of the two-loop washer of the SQUID
is used as an integrated control line (the light rectangle in the
center of Fig. 1. The balanced configuration of the output circuit
provides very low direct coupling between input and output cir-
cuits of the SQA. The nonbalanced configuration of SQA con-
tains only one output filter, i.e., only one connection shown in
Fig. 1 is used for both signal and bias.

III. M EASUREMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCCUSSIONS

To test the amplifiers, the standard hot/cold technique was
used. The experimental setup is described elsewhere [3].

A. Balanced Type SQA

A few SQA’s with characteristic voltages V [9]
( A, , we call them ‘higher ’), and

V ( A, , we call them
‘lower ’), were tested for noise temperature and gain using a
wideband noise signal K (see Fig. 2 and Table I).
The bias point was set at 30V, which is about the minimum

TABLE I
MAIN PARAMETERS OFEXPERIMENTAL SQAS.

Fig. 3. 1A gain, 2A Noise temperature as a function of the input signal
for the SQA withV = 420 �V; 2B � gain, 2B Noise temperature as
a function of input signal for the SQA withV = 345 �V—at the central
frequency 4 GHz and 60�V dc voltage bias.

noise temperature regime. The 3-dB bandwidth, dB, was
found as MHz for higher and MHz for lower ,
that correspond to the gain of 12 dB and 11.5 dB respectively.
The noise temperature was found K for the SQA
with higher and K for the lower one that means
inverse proportion to [10]. This tendency is confirmed by our
previous measurements [8] performed on samples of the same
design, but with much lower V, where we obtained
the following parameters: gain dB, 3 dB bandwidth of
300 MHz and noise temperature K.

The recent data on SQA gain and noise temperature are pre-
sented in Fig. 3 as a function of the input signal temperature

. The 1 dB compression point corresponds to an input signal
of about 120 K for the 500 MHz bandwidth (curve 1 A from
Fig. 3) and about 160 K for the 400 MHz bandwidth. The input
noise power can be defined as where

is Boltzmann’s constant. The experimental 1-dB gain com-
pression point, , was found to be approximately 1 pW.
The saturation temperature within 1 GHz bandwidth,

, seems to be a convenient measure, since it makes
possible estimation for the maximum (saturating) intensity of
the source, if its spectrum width is known. The experimental
data give K GHz for a bias voltage of about
60 V.

The graphs of the SQA gain, noise temperature and the nor-
malized saturation temperature versus bias voltage are shown
in Fig. 4. One can see from Fig. 4(a) that the bias voltage of the
maximum gain, which is about 40–50V, is not the same as
that of minimum noise temperature. The saturation temperature
increases almost linearly with bias voltage up to 40V. Some
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Fig. 4. (a) SQA gain noise temperature: 1Again, 2A Noise temperature
as a function of dc bias voltage for SQA withV � 420 �V; 2B � gain, 2B
Noise temperature as a function of dc bias voltage for SQA withV � 345 �V;
and (b) Saturation temperature for: 1AV � 420�V, 1BV � 345�V. All—at
the central frequency 4 GHz.

Fig. 5. Modulus of the impedance of output balanced filter.

peculiarity occurs at 50V as seen from both graphs (for gain
and for noise temperature). This can be explained by parasitic
resonances in the output filter. The resonance effect is numer-
ically simulated and presented in Fig. 5 as the modulus of the
impedance of the filter at the Josephson junctions of the SQUID.
We note here that only third (49.5 GHz) and fourth (74 GHz) res-
onances are clearly visible in the IV-characteristics of our exper-
imental SQA’s. The qualitative explanation can be as following.
The resonances produce current steps, which limit the voltage
span at the output of the SQA thus affecting both the signal re-
sponse and saturation power. For this reason the best operation
point was found exactly between first and second minima of the
modulus at about 30V.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. (a) Noise temperature and power gain of SQA withV � 425 �V; (b)
Reverse flux bias for the same SQA; (c) Noise temperature and power gain of
SQA withV � 290 �V. All cases are measured with an input signalT �
12:5 K at 30�V dc voltage bias. The error bars are 1.0 dB and(+0:5=�0:25)
K, respectively.

B. Unbalanced Type SQA

The unbalanced SQA is provided with asymmetric output
connection, as it was mentioned above, that makes the self-field
effect appeared at both dc and rf currents. We have experimen-
tally checked this type of amplifier for a feedback effect, which
was predicted for this configuration. One can guess that such
feedback effect in SQA may change its polarity, dependent on
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Fig. 7. 1A gain, 2A Noise temperature as a function of the input signal
for SQA withV � 420�V; 2B � gain, 2B Noise temperature as a function
of input signal for SQA withV � 290 �V: at the central frequency 4 GHz and
60�V dc voltage bias.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) SQA gain and noise temperature: 1A gain, 2A  Noise
temperature as a function of dc bias voltage for an SQA withV � 420 �V;
2B � gain, 2B noise temperature as a function of dc bias voltage for an
SQA withV � 290 �V; and (b) Saturation temperature: 1AV � 420 �V,
1B V � 290 �V. All—at the central frequency 4 GHz.

either positive or negative slope of the flux-voltage character-
istic is used.

The experimental data presented in Fig. 6 support the theo-
retical prediction. The gain is found to be larger and the noise
temperature is lower for the ‘positive’ feedback.

The frequency shift of the maximum gain can be attributed
to the change of the input impedance of a feedback amplifier.

This effect supports our guess that the input impedance of the
SQA is far from optimum one and that the best signal coupling
from a 50 source takes place at the slope of the resonant curve
of the input circuit thus depending on its-factor. Figs. 7 and
8 show the main characteristics of the unbalanced SQA. The
gain-bandwidth product (where is the gain, is
the 3-dB bandwidth of rf amplifier) remains approximately the
same for experimental samples of different.

IV. CONCLUSION

The study of the dynamic characteristics of SQA’s at 4 GHz
has demonstrated that this device can offer a low-noise opera-
tion providing – K that is about state-of-the-art for
coolable HEMT-amplifiers of this frequency range. The satu-
rating signal temperature was found at the level of (100–150) K
that, in combination with a bandwidth of about 500 MHz, makes
SQA a promising intermediate frequency amplifier, which can
be integrated with a SIS mixer or similar superconducting de-
vice, e.g., within the fully Superconducting Integrated Receiver.
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